Press Brief
Let There be Light … and Thanks to brillianz There Was!
brillianz lighting solutions has recently
installed their BayLite Trac T60 lights into a
Church in Plumstead. Due to new regulations,
the existing wiring in the St Marks Church with
St Margarets PPC needed replacing. The costly
option of rewiring the Church was avoided by
installing brillianz LED’s. This reduced the
power used, making the existing wiring
compliant with the new regulations.
Not only did this option mean avoiding a large pay out for rewiring but as the
Churchwarden, Ray Creed explained “These new lights should save the Church £700 plus per
year which will make a lot of difference to us!” making this a very attractive long term
investment into the building.
Ray went on to describe how aesthetically appealing these new LED’s were compared to the
old lights, giving a softer finish. He also explained that they usually waited until three bulbs
had gone until they get the ladder out and the maintenance man in to replace bulbs, so as
he said “it is a great relief to not have this burden and not having to worry about the alter
looking unkempt”.
Not only will these new energy efficient LED’s save the Church money in electricity bills, they
also will generate significantly less heat into the building. Ray recognises this long term
benefit for the Church community, making the services more comfortable, especially in the
summer and no need for the expense of air conditioning.
With the lights on average used seven hours per week Ray is expecting them to outlast him,
stating “If they last as long as promised I would be dead 110 years before they go, that’s
what I worked out!” Using cutting edge technology brillianz lighting solutions have created
LED’s that will last over fifty thousand hours, making the product an attractive long term
investment for the larger as well as smaller vendors.
brillianz lighting solutions offer a bespoke service and the lights were adapted to the specific

needs of the Church. Due to this tailored service Ray is now looking at installing brillianz
lighting in other areas of the Church, including the community hall to light up the stage.
This project has proved that the brillianz team can adapt their skills in LED technology
adequately to suit the needs of specific customers and they look forward to the possibility
of expanding their business, not only with Ray, but also in the wider community.
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